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Lending Stream Announces 'Live A Dream' Facebook Contest: 2 Xbox 360's
to be Won

Lending Stream, an emergency loan provider in UK now brings you an opportunity to
participate in “Live a Dream”contest. Tell us your story & win an Xbox.

(PRWebUK) October 20, 2010 -- Lending Stream, a leading emergency loan provider in the UK, now brings
you an opportunity to win an Xbox 360. To participate, Facebook users have to ‘Like’ the Facebook Fan page
of Lending Stream and follow the on-screen entry instructions provided on the Facebook page of Lending
Stream. The participant must then submit a creative entry on the topic “How would you spend 250 GBP you
just won in a scratch card” . Entries must be submitted and received by Lending Stream before November 10,
2010. There is no limit on the number of entries per person.

The best entries will be evaluated and judged by Lending Stream based on the creativity of the entries. The two
most creative entries will win an XBOX 360 each. The winners will be decided on November 11, 2010 and
notified by email within fourteen days of the selection of the winner.

A spokesperson for Lending Stream commented, “Wewould love to hear about our customers' desires and
dreams, so we decided to give them a platform to express their thoughts and tell us more about their identities
and how they are as people. ”

“Lending Stream has conducted such interactive contests in the past with great participation. We have seen
some great stories and we are certain that everyone will have fun reading and sharing their stories. Facebook is
increasingly being used by many organisations to interact with their customers and prospects. Wewill be using
this social media channel along with our Twitter account to interact with more number of prospects and
customers so as to understand their issues and motivations. Such interactions will help us in improving our
customer service, develop pro-customer innovative products and make ourselves more approachable and
responsible lenders, an aspect for which we are already known well,” the spokesperson summarised.

About Lending Stream

Lending Stream is an online lender formed with a single mission: to make payday lending more straightforward
and understandable for consumers. We offer emergency cash loans with the additional benefits of convenience,
quick approval, world-class customer service and a genuine understanding of how important an emergency loan
may be to you. No faxes*. No stringent loan requirements. And no frustratingly long waiting times. Lending
Stream is registered with the Information Commissioner's Office (Data Protection No: Z1451218) and hold a
Consumer Credit License (0620194). We are registered in England (No. 6648787).
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Contact Information
TusharDas
Lending Stream
http://www.lendingstream.co.uk
8458620767

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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